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History and Theory 1998-12-23 this book brings together some of the most important
essays in the theory of history which have produced this revolution and the responses
to it
Classic and Contemporary Readings in the Philosophy of Education 2010-09-01 social and
political philosophy classic and contemporary readings is a comprehensive primary
source anthology of readings on social and political thought ranging from ancient
classics to contemporary works this unique text combines the essential classics in the
field with a significant amount of contemporary work on issues pertaining to poverty
drug legalization multiculturalism race gender and class it also integrates
contemporary feminist perspectives
Social and Political Philosophy 2008 this comprehensive anthology of classic and
contemporary readings by leading philosophers complements the second edition of michael
loux s metaphysics a contemporary introduction routledge 2001
Metaphysics 2001 easy to use for both students and instructors alike this text is a
comprehensive topically organized collection of classical and contemporary philosophy
ideal for introductory philosophy courses the text includes sections on god and evil
knowledge and reality the philosophy of science the mind body problem freedom of will
consciousness ethics political philosophy existential issues and puzzles and paradoxes
Classical and contemporary readings in the Philosophy of Religion 1975 what if anything
distinguishes works of fiction such as hamlet and madame bovary from biographies news
reports or office bulletins is there a right way to interpret fiction should we link
interpretation to the author s intention ought our moral unease with works that betray
sadistic sexist or racist elements lower our judgments of their aesthetic worth and
what when it comes down to it is literature the readings in this collection bring
together some of the most important recent work in the philosophy of literature by
philosophers such as martha nussbaum john searle and david lewis the readings explore
philosophical issues such as the nature of fiction the status of the author the act of
interpretation the role of the emotions in the act of reading the aesthetic and moral
value of literary works and other topics central to the philosophy of literature
Introduction to Philosophy 2016 this book is a collection of articles about
epistemology they include overviews of the field investigations of the nature of
knowledge reflections on the value of knowledge examinations of credit and luck and
explorations of future directions for research
Contemporary Readings in the Philosophy of Literature 2008-03-06 philosophy of mind
classical and contemporary readings is a grand tour of writings on the perplexing
questions about the nature of the mind the most comprehensive and best selling
collection of its kind the book includes selections that range from the classical
contributions of descartes to the leading edge of contemporary debates extensive
sections cover foundational issues the nature of consciousness and the nature of mental
content three of the selections are published for the first time while many other
articles have been revised especially for this volume each section opens with an
introduction by the editor
Virtue Epistemology 2012 collating 30 readings paired together by topic this text
includes pivotal studies in social psychology and contemporary or current readings
Philosophy of Mind 2021-01-04 this selection of source readings brings together diverse
materials from the christian tradition in order to help students think theologically
about the implications of religious plurality
Classic and Contemporary Readings in Social Psychology 1998 the overriding rationale
behind this book is a desire to enrich the lives of college students by introducing
them to the practice of philosophical thought in an accessible and engaging manner the
text has over one hundred classical and contemporary readings that facilitate studying
each philosophical issue from a variety of perspectives giving instructors the
opportunity to choose a set of readings that matches the individual needs of each class
it includes many selections by philosophers whose works are often ignored or
underrepresented in other introductory texts the initial reading the role of philosophy
is a relevant clear and absorbing introduction to the discipline of philosophy it uses
everyday life situations to give students a solid foothold before they journey into
specific philosophical topics in addition every section of the book has its own special
introduction that connects each topic to students personal lives the surrounding
narrative is designed to be conversational and comprehensible special features include
a section on the role of logic and writing a philosophy paper two useful tools for
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approaching and analyzing philosophical writing for students who are new to philosophy
the book is accompanied by a companion website routledge com cw baronett with many
helpful features including for students review questions for all readings in the book
videos and 66 related entries taken from the student friendly routledge encyclopedia of
philosophy and for instructors 2 500 questions and answers
Philosophy Looks at the Arts 1962 since 1970 when charles hamblin issued a challenge
for philosophers logicians and educators in general to begin work anew in fallacies a
serious literature on fallacies has indeed developed part of this literature deals with
the theory of what fallacies are another part of it contains rigorous analyses of
particular fallacies however most is still not readily accessible to the researcher
teacher or student of the field as a result the best work on fallacies is not finding
its way into the classroom nor is it informing the educational and intellectual
experiences available to most college and university students a major purpose of this
book is to make the post hamblin work on fallacies available to a wider audience in a
single convenient volume the editors have brought together for the first time the most
important historical writings on fallacy theory from aristotle to john stuart mill and
the most recent and most important theoretical and pedagogical developments in the
field since hamblin s landmark 1970 book all but a few of the essays included are new
contributions for this anthology and an extensive annotated bibliography is included
for researchers and students of fallacies and fallacy theory
Christianity and Plurality 1999-09-09 from immanuel kant to postmodernism this volume
provides an unparalleled student resource a wide ranging collection of the essential
works of more than 50 seminal thinkers in modern european philosophy
Journey into Philosophy 2016-10-14 moral psychology historical and contemporary
readings is the first book to bring together the most significant contemporary and
historical works on the topic from both philosophy and psychology provides a
comprehensive introduction to moral psychology which is the study of psychological
mechanisms and processes underlying ethics and morality unique in bringing together
contemporary texts by philosophers psychologists and other cognitive scientists with
foundational works from both philosophy and psychology approaches moral psychology from
an empirically informed perspective explores a wide range of topics from passion and
altruism to virtue and responsibility editorial introductions to each section explain
the background of and connections between the selections
Fallacies 1995 this work is a comprehensive anthology that draws together leading
philosophers writing on the major themes in the philosophy of science alex rosenburg
and yuri balashov have chosen articles in chapters under the headings science and
philosophy explanation causation and laws scientific theories and conceptual change
scientific realism testing and confirmation of theories and science in context each
section is prefaced by an introductory essay by the editors which guides students
gently into each topic the book includes articles by philosophers is accessible and
user friendly and provides a broad ranging exploration of the subject drawing from
classic and contemporary articles ideal for any philosophy student this book should be
of value for any philosophy of science course the readings are designed to complement
alex rosenberg s textbook philosophy of science a contemporary introduction routledge
2000
The Theory of Knowledge 2013 emerging helps you think through and today s biggest
issues of today helping you improve your writing every step of the way
Sociology 2012-03-16 this reader is designed to promote a sociological understanding of
families while at the same time demonstrating the diversity and complexity of
contemporary family life the different parts or sections of the reader are designed to
map onto most sociology of the family textbooks and course syllabi
The Body 1999-03-22 classic and contemporary readings in sociology introduces the
reader to sociological issues theories and debates providing extracts of primary source
material from both classical and contemporary theorists theorists are examined within
their historical and sociological framework and the text provides an analysis of
developments in sociological thought and research the text is divided into four main
sections part one origins and concepts surveys the history of the discipline of
sociology and examines key themes which have influenced sociological theorising and
investigation in particular social control culture and socialisation parts two and four
sociological theories and sociological research include a number of readings from the
founding theorists and investigators including auguste comte emile durkheim karl marx
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max weber and charles booth and also include more recent theoretical writing and
research approaches the focus on theory and research is extended by a selection of
readings centred around the theme of differences and inequalities part three these
readings provide students with examples of work from an area where sociological
theorising and research has been widely applied
Moral Psychology 2010-10-18 influential accounts of persistence how ordinary objects
persist through time examine the perdurantist exdurantist and endurantist approaches
and provide an overview of the topic
Philosophy of Science 2002 culture and personality brings together some of the best
culture and personalitystudies from the 1960s and 1970s it offers illuminating views of
a field thatis interdisciplinary in nature within the social and behavioral sciences
definedprimarily by its attention to behavioral differences between populations
thedevelopment in the individual of psychological dispositions accounting forsuch
differences and their relationships to social and cultural environments
Emerging 2021-08-17 this book seeks to satisfy a pedagogical need it is designed for
the new graduate student in england and elsewhere although it may profitably be used by
the enterprising final year undergraduate its aim is to introduce the modern student to
readings of french renaissance literature drawing on the perspectives of contemporary
literary theories the volume is organised by paired readings of five major sixteenth
century french writers with interpretations covering among others structuralism
semiotics feminism and psychoanalysis linking these interpretations is a constant
interest in problems such as the role of the reader the nature of the text and the
question of gender the introduction contextualises the encounter between literary
theory and renaissance texts by using the contributions as pivotal points in the
development of critical thinking about this period in early modern literature all
foreign language quotations are translated into english and the book is intended to be
of practical interest to a wide range of readers from modern linguists to those
studying critical theory comparative literature or cultural history
Families and Society 2004 this comprehensive topically organized anthology of classical
and contemporary readings covers five main areas of philosophy and several additional
sub areas pojman includes a useful selection of classical material including four
separate readings from plato and two from aristotle balanced by well chosen
contemporary articles all readings are accessible to students with inquiring minds and
unlike other anthologies of this depth pojman provides extensive readable introductions
to the different sections
Classic and Contemporary Readings in Sociology 2014-05-12 enhance your understanding of
metaphysics with metaphysics classic and contemporary readings this philosophy text
provides you with both classic and contemporary readings that you can understand in
order to demonstrate the interplay between scientific development and philosophical
thinking each chapter is followed by suggested further readings to help you pursue
additional research
Persistence 2006 gendered voices feminist visions classic and contemporary readings
eighth edition is a balanced collection of classic conceptual and experiential
selections accessible and student friendly the readings reflect the great diversity of
women s experiences framework essays provide context and connections for students while
features like learning activities ideas for activism and questions for discussion
provide a strong pedagogical structure for the readings
Philosophy of Mind: Contemporary Readings 1995 a combination of classic and
contemporary readings featuring a debate format section in each chapter
An ABC of Contemporary Reading 1974 philosophy of psychology contemporary readings is a
comprehensive anthology that includes classic and contemporary readings from leading
philosophers addressing in depth the major topics within philosophy of psychology the
editor has carefully selected articles under the following headings pictures of the
mind commonsense psychology representation and cognitive architecture articles by the
following philosophers are included blackburn churchland clark cummins dennett davidson
fodor kitcher lewis lycan mcdowell mcleod rey segal stich each section includes a
helpful introduction by the editor which aims to guide the student gently into the
topic the book is highly accessible and provides a broad ranging exploration of the
subject including discussion of the leading philosophers in the field ideal for any
student of philosophy of psychology or philosophy of mind
Culture and Personality 2000-11-01 wittgenstein famously remarked in 1923 darwin s
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theory has no more relevance for philosophy than any other hypothesis in natural
science yet today we are witnessing a major revival of interest in applying
evolutionary approaches to philosophical problems philosophy after darwin is an
anthology of essential writings covering the most influential ideas about the
philosophical implications of darwinism from the publication of on the origin of
species to today s cutting edge research michael ruse presents writings by leading
modern thinkers and researchers including some writings never before published together
with the most important historical documents on darwinism and philosophy starting with
darwin himself included here are herbert spencer friedrich nietzsche thomas henry
huxley g e moore john dewey konrad lorenz stephen toulmin karl popper edward o wilson
hilary putnam philip kitcher elliott sober and peter singer readers will encounter some
of the staunchest critics of the evolutionary approach such as alvin plantinga as well
as revealing excerpts from works like jack london s the call of the wild ruse s
comprehensive general introduction and insightful section introductions put these
writings in context and explain how they relate to such fields as epistemology
philosophy of mind philosophy of language and ethics an invaluable anthology and
sourcebook philosophy after darwin traces philosophy s complicated relationship with
darwin s dangerous idea and shows how this relationship reflects a broad movement
toward a secular more naturalistic understanding of the human experience
Distant Voices Still Heard 2000 this collection of 30 readings pairs classic and
contemporary articles on key social psychology topics to illustrate the contrast
between the old and the new and thus the progress and advances of the various aspects
of the entire discipline
Introduction to Philosophy 2004 the story of noah s flood is one of the best loved and
most often retold biblical tales the inspiration for numerous children s books and toys
novels and even films whether as allusion archetype or literal presence the american
landscape is peppered with recreations of the ark the story of noah s animals and the
ark resonates throughout american culture and the world while most think of noah s ark
as a dramatic myth others are consumed by the quest for geological and archeological
proof that the flood really occurred persistent rumors of a large vessel on the
mountain of ararat in turkey for instance have led many pilgrims and explorers over the
centuries to visit that fabled peak recent finds suggest that there may have been a
catastrophic flood on the shores of the black sea some 7 600 years ago is this then the
reality behind the ancient tale of noah more to the point why does it matter what does
the story of the flood mean to us and why does it so stir the collective imagination
when the great abyss opened examines the history of our attempts to understand the
flood from medieval jewish and christian speculation about the physical details of the
ark to contemporary efforts to link it to scientific findings unraveling the mythical
dimensions of the parallel mesopotamian flood stories and their deeper social and
psychological significance j david pleins also considers the story s positive uses in
theology and moral instruction noah s tale however has also been invoked as a means of
justifying exclusion racism and anti homosexual views pro slavery advocates for example
used the story of noah s curse on ham s son canaan to rationalize the enslavement of
africans throughout this expansive and lively book pleins sheds new light on our
continuing attempts to understand this ancient primal myth noah s flood he contends
offers a unique case study that illuminates the timeless and timely question of how
fact and faith relate
Metaphysics 2023 classic texts that define the disjunctivist theory of perception
Gendered Voices, Feminist Visions 2011 each one of the 34 readings in this text is
derived from rigorously collected field data and addresses the major questions about
art in small scale societies what does art do what meanings does it convey who makes it
how is it conceptualized by those who use it and how does it change with the passage of
time over 100 illustrations provide visual references and the text represents a wide
variety of cultures art forms not only visual arts but performing arts as well
authorial voices and theoretical models for artists sociologists undergraduate and
graduate readers
The Enduring Debate 2007-01-24 previously considered a way station on the road to hegel
f w j von schelling is today enjoying a renaissance among continental philosophers and
others these 14 essays bring schelling in tune with such luminaries as heidegger
derrida bataille foucault deleuze levinas and irigaray and situate him squarely in the
centre of current themes
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